GRAMMER ACTIMO
Adjustable Heavy Duty Operator Seat
Actimo 85-01 Mechanical suspension and 8” slide range
Actimo 85-02 Mechanical suspension and 16” slide range
Actimo 95A-01 Pneumatic suspension and 8” slide range
Actimo 95A-02 Pneumatic suspension and 16” slide range

Construction:
The Actimo is a heavy duty, adjustable operator chair designed and manufactured by Grammer, one of the worldwide
leaders in seat manufacturing. The Actimo is featured in all of J.R. Merritt’s seating systems and is also sold as a
stand-alone seat. Grammer has combined up-to-date technology and design to produce a high-tech, long lasting seat
for industrial applications. The Actimo Operator Chair offers a large range of adjustment features to provide
adjustments for most individuals in most applications. Seat adjustments are easily accessible and adjust quickly.

Application:
Commonly used in heavy industrial, off-highway, mill, construction, agriculture, port, and material handling
environments.

Features













Full body contoured Grammer Actimo Seat
Ultra tough nylon velour upholstery
Field replaceable cushions
High backrest for back and side support
80 backrest recline adjustable in 2 increments for more relaxing breaks
Backrest can be folded forward for transportation and service
Mechanically adjustable lumbar support
Seat cushion tilt adjusts 3-11 in 4 increments to reduce thigh pressure
Seat cushion depth adjustable forward 2.4” in 5 increments to
accommodate larger operators
Fore and aft seat slide
Document pouch (optional with pneumatic suspension)
Mechanical 3-step suspension: Full hydraulic and spring dampened system
with “Dial In” weight compensation and incremental height adjustment

Options















Vinyl upholstery
Adjustable headrest
Dual seat slide
Mechanical 4-step suspension – 309 lb [140 kg] – 3.2” [80 mm] of
height adjustment in 4 increments, seat height lift assist system
Pneumatic suspension with integrated compressor, automatic weight
compensation and horizontal isolator – 330 lb [150 kg] - 3.2” [80 mm]
of height adjustment (requires a power supply – 12VDC, 108 Watts,
Fused protection: 10 Amps)
Operator presence switch
2 point retractable seat belt
4 point retractable harness
Risers
Flip up, vertically adjustable armrests
Turntable 360, lockable in 10 increments
Motorized fore-aft and tilt seat functions (supplied without
suspension and requires a power supply)
Floor slide for 24” total travel fore and aft or laterally

Actimo 95A-01 shown with optional
Headrest, Armrests, document pocket
and seatbelt options.

Custom options and accessories available upon
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Seat cushion depth adjustment 2.4"
in 5 increments
2.4
19.3
Backrest Recline Angle 80°
in 2° increments
10°
80°

Headrest adjustment range
in 7 increments

Headrest tilt angle 38°
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Optional headrest
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Seat cushion tilt adjusts
3-11° in 4 increments
Optional adjustable
armrest on backrest
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Armrest height .63
adjustment
in 5 increments
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Backrest adjustment

Document pouch
(optional on
pneumatic suspension)
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Actimo 85-01
lever for horizontal
seat adjustment 8.27"

10.4 Actimo 85-01
12.6 Actimo 85-02
Weight adjustment
50 - 130Kg Std
10.19
Mounting Holes
(4) Mounting holes 0.32" dia.

Actimo 85-02
lever for total horizontal
seat adjustment 16.54"
Additional slide adds
2.3" to overall height

Lumbar support

Optional retractable
Lap belt

12.6 Actimo 85-01
14.8 Actimo 85-02
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